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Overview of the Reporting Period
During this quarter the Velos Youth center focused a lot on the Housing Integration Project and it’s
expansion. We managed to secure a grant from the Stavros Niarchos Foundation to open a second
apartment for six young people, providing a safe and secure accommodation, while supporting
them towards their integration process. With the opening of the second apartment in May, we
hired a Housing Integration Project Coordinator. He followed the process of identifying and
selecting candidates for the two flats, covering basic needs and facilitating flat meetings with our
Livelihoods Officer. Seven new young people in total joined the program across both apartments
and began to design and implement their integration plan (searching for jobs, attending language
lessons or workshops etc). However two spaces still remain and therefore we continue to screen
young people referred to us by partner organisations.
From the beginning of June we started to host two new volunteers who support us with the daily
tasks at the youth centre, for example the hot food distribution, whilst also facilitating “Creativity”
workshop sin the space. The workshops contain arts & crafts, guitar playing and singing. The
“Transitioning to Adulthood” workshop, organized by our Psychologist and our Livelihoods officer
is targeted to the young people’s needs and continues with great success, covering topics such as,
accommodation, relationships, money management, education etc. At the same time, we have
been receiving many volunteer applications and starting from August will have a new Urdu
speaking volunteer join us. This will be particularly helpful when supporting the many young
people from Pakistan coming to the youth center.
As all COVID measures have now ceased, more young people are coming to access Velos Youth
services. Over 500 visits were made to Velos Youth center this quarter of which 50 were from new
young people, including 3 girls. Our livelihoods officer performed 122 1:1 appointments to
support young people with finding employment and training opportunities, whilst our our social
worker performed 147 1:1 appointments, working alongside young people holistically to improve
their personal circumstances.
Regarding the changes in the operating environment, according to the ministry of migration all
minors that are hosted in shelters when they turn 18 will have to leave their shelters in a very
short time, moving to camps wherever there are spaces available. This decision has already
affected the mental health of young people who desperately seek accommodation and are being
settled far from their previous residence, struggling to access services, and losing the relationships
they had spent so long establishing in Athens with friends and support workers.

Our Approach
Velos Youth provides an open safe space and supported accommodation for displaced
unaccompanied young people on the move. Our safe space, the Velos Youth Center, provides basic
services such as food, shower and laundry and facilitates access to specialist services including
protection, asylum, accommodation and education; protecting and advocating for young people’s
rights. We also offer a varied program of activities, centred around wellbeing, social development
and non-formal education, to foster feelings of belonging and self-worth and a sense of
community. We focus on young people building lives integrated within Greek society, to ensure
long term stability and opportunities.

Velos Youth is a place where young people come together as persons – not profiles – to
understand and practice both difference and unity.

Objective One: SAFETY and security
Promoting the psychosocial wellbeing and safety of the young people is one of the main objectives
of Velos Youth. For this reason, we always try to provide a safe and secure environment for the
young people, listening to their needs, while trying to establish and maintain a trusting relationship
with them. The output of this, this quarter, was 147 individual support sessions delivered by the
case management team. As usual this result is a large number of direct referrals and sign-postings
across 10 different areas of need, as detailed on the next page.
During the period we also received many referrals from other organisations in particular to
accommodate young people in our Housing Integration Project (HIP). Our social worker alongside
the HIP Coordinator screened these for suitability based on the strict criteria for the project (mostly
based around ability and motivation to integrate into Greek society), leading to three being selected
to join the program. Alongside a further 6, who were already attendees of other services at Velos
Youth, a total of 9 young people were admitted to the project throughout the quarter.
In June, we hosted a meeting at the youth centre with WIENXTRA, a pedagogical institute in Vienna.
We met and explained to them the current situation in Greece concerning unaccompanied minors
and young refugees, while we also discussed the challenges we face and exchanged good practices.
It was a very fruitful discussion and a good opportunity to meet in person with another youth
organization.
Regarding the changes in the operating environment, according to the ministry of migration, all
minors that are hosted in shelters will have to leave almost immediately upon turning 18, moving to
camps wherever there are available positions anywhere in Greece. As a result, most of the young
people are forced to move to camps outside of Athens. This decision has already affected the mental
health of young people who desperately seek accommodation. Being settled far from their previous
residence, they struggle to access services, while they may lose the relationships they had
established with friends and the professionals who were supporting them. In connection with this,
Velos Youth alongside partner organisation HR360 have formed an advocacy coalition and have
secured a new grant from the European Program for Integration and Migration for a project titled ‘A
Bridge to the Future’. The project aims to promote the lessons learnt about the needs of young
people transitioning to adulthood, and will target national policy and practices, including those
which force young people away from the support networks they have created. The project will
launch in September. .

Objective Two: WELLBEING and health
During this quarter, our Psychologist performed 31 1:1 appointments with the young people, many of
whom were referred to us by International Centre for Sustainable Development. The referral system is
working well and we have established a strong collaboration with other organisations involved,
including Echo Hub and Caritas. At the same time, the psychologist developed and implemented a
new ‘Resilience Star’ on the Lamplight database where she continues to monitor and evaluate the
psychological development of the young people and their general progress. The image below details
the five areas within which progress is tracked, and shows the average progress of the young people
through the period. On average each young person moved one step forward in each area.
The newly formed collaboration Saffron Kitchen Project
has brought new energy into the youth centre
everyday. The food delivered is the best we have
received or served since operations begin in 2017, and
shows how much good food can contribute to
improved wellbeing and mental health. The feedback
from the young people has been exceptional, especially
are they are not used to such variety and regularity of
meal containing meat. We hope the partnership can
continue indefinitely.
In June, the training on Sexual & Gender Based Violence, held by MSF came to it’s end. All team
members were very satisfied and further developed their knowledge around these issues. They
received their certifications and we are know looking forward to continue our collaboration by
providing the SGBV awareness sessions to our young people.
Service Type

Direct Referrals
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Housing

9

26

Education

10

22

Asylum/Legal

15

27

Employment

60

8

Medical

30

22

Material

2

1

PSS

7

0

Guardianship

0

0

Drug & Alcohol

1

0

Protection

4

3

Objective Three: EMPOWERMENT and participation
During the period we had 50 new young people coming to the youth centre to participate in
the offered workshops, receive a hot meal or have an appointment with the social work or the
livelihoods professional. In particular, the Livelihoods Officer implemented 157 1:1
appointments virtually and in person to further support young people to access the labour
market, undertaking job consultations, CV creations and supporting the young people to
complete job searches. This quarter she undertook also 11 new cases.

Education & learning, is also a core part of the Velos Youth program and during this period our
Youth Worker performed 77 Learning Support Sessions with 37 young people, developing
their linguistic abilities and communication skills. Additionally, she distributed 11 educational
packs to the young people who are registered in the Greek lessons. Additionally, our Greek
teacher continues to deliver Greek language lessons and non-formal activities for young
people 16-23 year old at the Velos Youth center, and during this quarter also facilitated
project-based activities around the topic of Culture & Food Traditions, where the young
people worked collectively and created a collage focused on the food traditions of their
country. She also participated in meetings with the educational organization, Still I Rise to
exchange good practices and discuss upon the challenges that refugees face in the education
system.
Doris, our Canadian volunteer, who joined the team in the middle of March, continues with
great success the delivering of English lessons. The English lessons are very popular at the
center and the young people love Doris, whose class is always full. Up to 11 young people are
attending on a regular basis, having grown from only 4 at the start of the period.
“Everyday I wake up and come to Velos, I feel very comfortable here” - 17, Afghanistan
“I feel very grateful for your support. I feel that I can come to Velos whenever I need something” 21, Bangladesh

Objective Four: COMMUNITY and integration
We are delighted to announce that in May we managed to secure a fund from the Stavros
Niarchos Foundation for the opening of a second apartment. That enabled us to provide a
safe and secure accommodation for many young people in need. At the same time we hired
a Housing Integration Project Coordinator, who immediately started identifying and selecting
young people to join the project. Together with our Livelihoods officer he organised and
facilitated flat meetings and performed many visits to the apartment in order to identify
needs and get to know the young boys better. The idea is to create a life plan according to
the young people’s needs and provide them with all the necessary opportunities for their
future and integration process. To monitor and evaluate their needs, a ‘star’ was designed
to complement the existing Lamplight Database stars which have been used historically to
track young people’s general progress, and more recently to track their mental health
progress that results from Velos Youth psychosocial interventions.
Finally, as part of the new EPIM funded advocacy coalition with HR360 we will design and
implement a peer-to-peer network support. This pilot project will initially include 5 pairs of
young people, and 5 groups of three young people. These pairs and groups will be tracked
over the course of 18 months, to enable us to understand the following:
1.
What are the circumstances or setting characteristics which they believe enabled or
prevented trusting relationships from building
2.
What were the benefits of the connections they built
○
tangible = access to accommodation, learning and work opportunities etc
○
intangible = how do they feel about their lives, and their position in the
community, do they feel they belong
The data gathered will be analysed and subsequently be used to create a framework,
including advice and guidance that can be transferred to other contexts and operating
models. We hope that the model and framework will be presented and promoted at local,
national and potentially EU level, via a range of methods, links and connections.
“I feel more ready now to start my own beginning and be independent” - 20, Sierra Leone

Goals for next quarter
Objective One: Safety and Security
●
●

Continue to seek funding opportunities to have a full-time lawyer join the Velos
Youth team
Design an implementation plan for a ‘Peer-to-Peer Support Network Building
Program’ under the EPIM funded ‘Bridge to the Future’ program

Objective Two: Wellbeing and Health
●
●

Continue to build referral pathways between Velos Youth and new partner
organisations, to secure more young people for our in-house psychological services
Seek funding to continue to the work of the Velos Youth psychologist into 2023

Objective Three: Empowerment and Participation
●
●
●
●

Find a former Velos Youth young person to join the Velos Youth Advisory Board
Research opportunities for funding the English language classes component of Velos
Youth’s education provision
Secure funding to build a library at Velos Youth, and engage young people in its
design, construction and delivery
Begin recruitment for winter volunteers, with new activity and workshop ideas

Objective Four: Community and Integration
●
●

Develop a ‘6-month Integration Plan’ tool and a new ‘star’ to track the progress of
young people in the Housing Integration Project
Fill the remaining three out of twelve spaces in the Housing Integration Project

General
●

●

Complete Module Two of the ‘M&E Level-Up’ grant secured from the Dutch
Council for Refugees - an comprehensive monitoring, evaluation and learning
framework.
Submit funding applications to UNHCR Innovation Fund, DRK Foundation,
Erasmus+, and the Palladium Challenge Fund

Case Study
Farshid is a young person from Afghanistan, 22 years old, who first came at the Velos Youth centre
in 2020. He attended Greek lessons for a year starting July 2021, during which time he developed
his skills and knowledge in Greek and achieved a very high score in a test for the A2 level. He
enjoyed having discussions with the other young people at the Velos Youth centre and during
lessons, and despite his difficulties always looked for opportunities to learn, grow and develop.
In June 2022 Farshid joined the Housing Integration Program where he was supported by a range
of Velos Youth professionals, including the Livelihoods Officer. During this time in the project, he
created his CV, learned how to search for job in the Greek job market, improved his interview skills
and became familiarised with labor rights. However, due to bureaucratic obstacles, he was unable
to submit job applications until summer of this year. Nevertheless, he expressed his
interest to learn more about cultural mediation and the role of being an interpreter, therefore, the
Livelihoods officer familiarised him with the acquired skills and the career path, while the Greek
teacher supported him by teaching the Greek vocabulary needed for a job, and facilitated role play
and interview discussion in Greek. Additionally, he met with two professional
interpreters, so he could have a first-hand feedback about the challenges and the everyday
routine of this profession.
Expressing his passion about football he was also supported to find a local football team, where he
trained regularly, with the goal of one day playing professionally. Sport was a great way to release
stress, but also a fantastic integration opportunity and chance to develop language skills.
Farshid also demonstrated a great interest in everything related to economy and entrepreneurship
and dreamt of reconnecting with his family in Germany and going to business school. Part of this
interest came from his engagement with online trading for which he was self-studying articles and
tutorial videos. Farshid asked the Livelihoods Officer if he could be enrolled in any seminar related
to this and finally two professional market analysts agreed to offer private informative sessions
with him voluntarily. In total six meetings took place after which Farshid was very enthusiastic and
grateful for the knowledge and the experience shared.
These meetings were stopped, when Farshid decided to start working in the construction sector in
order to gain some money for the expenses of the renewal of his refugee card as well as for his
trip to Germany. His whole family had moved there and he had started feeling that he wanted to
join them. He had also received a lot of pressure from his mother, who wanted him in the same
country. At the end of July, he travelled finally to meet his family in Germany. However, when
asked at the border his reason for being in Germany, he was arrestment and taken to the
detention centre, despite his family waiting for him at arrivals.
We are maintaining contact with Farshid and providing whatever assistance we can. Whilst this is
not the happiest end to this chapter of Farshid’s story, it is important to show the realities faced by
young people and how even the most proactive and motivated young people can struggle to move
forward in their lives.

